Abstract. Let o denote the standard based-free action of a torus T on the Hilbert cube Q. It will be shown that every simple fiber-preserving action of T on Q X B, where B is a finite-dimensional, compact metric absolute retract, is fiber-preserving equivalent to the diagonal action o x idB.
1. Introduction and definitions. Let Q denote the Hilbert cube /, X I2 X ■ ■ ■, and let G be a topological group. An action a: G X M -M of G on a topological space M is said to be semifree if, for each x G M, the isotropy group of x is either G of {e}. For a finite or compact Lie group G, it is known that the metric cone of G, cone(G), is a compact absolute retract (AR). The left translation on G defines a natural semifree action of G on cone(c7) that induces a semifree action, the diagonal action of G on Il"=1 cone(G) « Q [We] . This action has a unique fixed point. Following [B-We] , we call it the standard based-free action o of G on Q whose orbit space is denoted by Q/a. An action A of G on Q X B is said to be fiber-preserving (f.p.) if, for each g G G, we have pB ° \(g, ■ ) = pB( ■ ), where pB: Q X B -» B is the projection. Two actions a and ß: G X M -M are said to be equivalent if there is a homeomorphism/: M -M such that f(a(g,x)) = ß(g,f(x)) for all x G M and g G G. A f.p. action a on Q X B is said to be simple if the restriction of À to each fiber Q X {b} is equivalent to o and has fixed point set {(0,b)}.
In [L] , the following result has been proved: "If B is a finite-dimensional compact metric AR, then every simple f.p. action of a finite group G on Q X B is equivalent to the diagonal action o X ide".
The purpose of this paper is to establish a similar result for simple f.p. actions of tori on Q X B, where B is a finite-dimensional, compact metric AR, as stated in the abstract or Theorem 6 below.
In this paper, we set / = [0,1], Q0 = Q -{0}. For basic notions and results in tO-manifold theory, we refer to [Ch,] . A map p: X -B is a Hurewicz fibration if p has the homotopy covering extension property (HCËP) with respect to every topological space. The following is a special case of the main result in [Ch2] that we will use Lemma 0. Let p: X -» B be a Hurewicz fibration, where B is a f.d. compact AR and the fibers are Q-manifolds, then the composition p ° px: X X [0,1) -» X -B is a locally trivial fiber bundle.
Given a:GXQXB->QXBa simple f.p. action of G over B, we will define E to be its orbit space and E0 its regular orbit space £\({0} X B) (we identify the fixed point set {0} X B with its image in the orbit space). Let /?:£-* /? denote the natural map induced from the projection map pB: Q X B -* B. The fiberwise-reduced cone C(E, p) of E over B is defined to be the quotient (E X 1)/*%, where "D is the decomposition of £ X / whose nondegenerate elements are all closed subsets of the form (p~\b) X {1}) U (¿7 X /) for b G B. Let dx denote a metric on C(£, p) which extends a metric, say dx, in E. Note that, besides being endowed with the metric d¡, the open subset E0 X [0,1) of C(E, p) also inherits the product metric d2 of dx | £0 and the usual metric on [0,1). Given a 8 > 0, a ¿-subset of a metric space is a subset of diameter less than <S.
Observations. Let Â' be a compact subset of £0 and let e be a positive number. Then, there is a S > 0 such that every 5-subset of (£0 X [0,1), d2) intersecting K is an e-subset of (£0 X [0,1), dx). Consequently, if p: K X I -C(E, p) is a 5-homotopy (i.e. diam2p(x X /) < 8) in (£0 X [0,1), d2) with p(x,0) = x for all x in K, then diam, p(x X I) < e in (£0 X [0,1), dx) for all x in K. In particular, for the projection pE: C(E, p) -E and a «S-subset A of (£0 X [0,1), d2) intersecting K, then diam, pE(A) < e in (£, d{). Similar properties also hold true when d] and d2 are interchanged.
Given an open cover ß of a space Y, a homomotopy H: X X / -Y is said to be ß-homotopy if for each x G X, the track H(x X I) is contained in a member of ß; a map /: X -y is said to be a ß-equivalence if there is a map g: Y -X such that f° g is /»-homotopic to idv and g ° /is/^'(/»)-homotopic to idx, where f^\ß) denotes the open cover {/" \U) | «V G ß) of X 2. Results and details of proofs. In the proof of the following proposition, we refer to p. 266 of [Do] for the definition of section extension property (SEP), numerable open covering, etc.
Proposition
YlfXisa simple f.p. action of a finite group or a compact Lie group G on Q X B, then the natural map p: E0 -» B is a Hurewicz fibration.
Proof. Since £0 and B are metric spaces, we only have to show that p has the HCEP for the class of all metric spaces [Du, Corollary 2.3, p. 396] . Assume that X is a metric space. Given a commutative diagram
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use we will show that d> has a lifting i>: X X I -£0 with <I>(jc,0) = h(x) for all x in A". Equivalently, if we define (\)R = {(x,w) G XX £0'|»v(0) = h(x) and pw(t) = <¡>(x, /)}, and (2)q: R -A'by q(x, w) = x, then we will show that there is a numerable open cover {Vx | A G A} of X such that the restriction q\ = q\q~ \VX): q~\Vx) -Vx has SEP; hence. «7 has a cross-section by Theorem 2.7 of [Do] .
Let {Ux I X G A} be a covering of £0 consisting of contractible open subsets. Let Vx = h~](Ux), X G A, then [Vx | A G A) is numerable since A' is a metric space. Let ■n: Q0 X B -£() denote the orbit map. Then, tt\it~\Ux): ■7t~\Ux) -Ux is a trivial fiber bundle with fiber G [Br, Theorem 5.8, p. 88] ; hence, there is a lifting hx: Vx X {0} -w~\Ux) G Q0 X B of hx = h\(Vx X {0)). Observe that the pair (<¡>x, hx) , where d>A = <¡>\(VX XI), has the HCEP; consequently, so does the pair (<f>x, hx). Therefore, the map qx: q\Vx) -Vx has SEP by Lemma 4.5 of [Do] . So, the proof of the proposition is complete. hence, d¡(h~leh ch(x), x) = dx(h~lebck(x), h]h(x)) < e as we desired. The proof of the second inequality is the same.
Lemma 3. Given an e > 0, there is a 8 (0 < 8 < e) such that ifdB(b, c) < 8 and if A is a 8-subset of (Xh, d,), then h~leh ch(A) is an e-subset of(C(E, p), dx).
Proof. From Lemma 1, choose a 8 < e/3 such that if dB(b,c) < 8, then d\(h~xth ch(x), x) < e/3 for each x G Xh. Then, for x, y G Xh with d¡(x, y) < 8, we have + dl(y,h-]ehch(y)) < e. Sublemma. Let M be a compact subset of £0. Giue77 an e > 0, there is an e] < e such that if dB(b,c) < et and if A is an e^subset of (Xc, J,) intersecting M, then pEh 'ec hh(A ) is an e-subset of Fc.
Proof. Let tj he a positive number such that the closure P of the r/-neighborhood tV ( Af ) of M is a compact subset of £0. Choose p (0 < p < r\) such that diam, pE( R ) < e for each ju-subset R of (P X [0, p], d{ ). Then, choose e, (0 < e, < p/2) such that if dR(b, c) < E,, then (*) diam(h~]ei hh(A)) < p/2 with respect to </, and d2 for every £,-subset A of ( X (, d¡) Let us return to the proof of Lemma 4. Given an e > 0. we will choose inductively the positive numbers e > e, > «52 > «5, > 8t > 8 as follows: We can assume that e is so small that N2t( K ) n N2[(B) = 0, and let M be the closure of N2t( K ).
(1) Choose E,, from the Sublemma. such that if //: Z X / -(£() X [0, 1). d}) is an E,-homotopy with H(z X /) D M =/= 0 and H(z X /) C Xh for all z G Z. then (/7£/7_1Eft ch) o H is an £-homotopy in (E, d{) when dB(b, c) < £,.
(2) Choose 82 such that every <52-homotopy £: Z X / -( £0 X [ 0,1 ), d2 ) with F(z X I) n M =£ 0 for all z G Z is an £,-homotopy in (£() X [0,1), af,) (from Observations).
(3) Choose <5, such that every ô,-subset of (£0 X [0,1), dx) intersecting M is a ô2-subset of (£0 X [0,1), d2) (from Observations).
(4) Choose 8E such that if A is a ¿¡¿-subset of (£0 X[Q,l),dx) intersecting M, then pE(A) is a («S,/2)-subset of (£, </,).
(5) Choose8 such that if dB(b, c) < 8, then di(h~lEc hh(x), x) < 8E for all x G Xc and dx(h~1eh_ch(y), y) < 8E for all y G Xh (from Lemma 2).
With this choice of 5, we now define/ = pEh~ ]ec hh and g -pEh" leh ch and show that/and g have all required properties if dB(b, c) < 8.
(a) For x Gf-*(K) G FCG Xc, then dx(h~lecJ>k(x), x)<SB by (5); hence, dx(pEh~xEc¿h(x), pE(x))<8x/2 by (4); consequently, dx(f(x), x) < 8x/2 < e. Similarly, dx(g(y), y) < e for y G K G Fh.
(from the proof of (a) and by (5)). Hence, d2(f(x), h~xechh(x)) < S2 by (3), since f(x) G M. Therefore,/is 52-homotopic along [0,1) to h~]ecbh in (Fb0 X [0,1) , d2) G Xb, say H. Consequently, H is an E-homotopy in (Xh,dx) by (2). Finally, to the inclusion/""'(K) G Fc0 by (b); then /° H is a (3A/4)-homotopy by (a), and it is a /8-homotopy since each tract intersects A". Therefore, / is a /»-equivalence over U as we desired.
Theorem 6. Let B be a finite-dimensional compact metric AR.IfXisa simple f.p. action of the torus T" on Q X B, then (1) the map p: E -» B is a locally trivial fiber bundle, and (2) A is f.p. equivalent to the diagonal action o X idK.
Proof. The proof will be similar to that of Theorem 3.2 in [L] .
(1) Since the homeomorphism group Homeo(Q/o) is locally contractible [L, Theorem 2.2], we will only have to show that the map p is completely regular; i.e. given an element b G B and an £ > 0, we will find a 8 > 0 such that, for each c G B with dB(b, c) < 8, there is a homeomorphism <>: Fc -» Fh such that dx(<b(x), x) < e for each x G Fc.
Following [B-We] , we will use the following notation in this proof. Let Ln denote the orbit space (T * T * ■ ■ ■ * T)/a of the induced diagonal action a (from the left translation of T on itself) on the join of 77 copies of T. Then, Ln is naturally embedded in Ln+X, and let Mn denote the mapping cylinder
Define Mx = U^Mn. It is proved in [B-We] that Fb is homeomorphic to the one-point compactification of Mx X Q.
Given an e > 0, there is an integer m such that Fb -(Mm X Q) is contained in Ne/2(0, ¿7), the (£/2)-neighborhood of (0, ¿7). Let e' (0 < e' < e/2) be chosen such that Mm+2 X Q misses 7v\(0, b).
Let ß be an open cover of Fb as in Theorem 3.6 in [F] such that every /»-equivalence f: N -Fb0 (N is a ^-manifold) over the interior of Mm+2 X Q is (e'/2)-homotopic to a map/: N -Fb0 having the following properties: Observe that/^'(Lm+l/2 X Q) is bicollared in £c0 and it is contained in iVf(0, c). Then, as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [L] , since £c0 and £fc0 are of the homotopy type of the Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z",2), we can extend f\f~\Mm+x/2 X Q) to a homeomorphism <>: Fc0 -» Fb0, and finally from Fc onto Fh. Finally, it can be verified that d(<p(x), x) < e for all x G Fc. Therefore, the proof of (1) is complete.
(2) By (1), we now identify £0 with (Q0/o) X B. Since the principal T-bundle p,: Q0 X B -E0 = (Q0/o) X B is universal and B is contractible the action is classified by the projection map £0 = Q0/o X B -» Q0/o X {b0} for any b0 G B and is therefore equivalent to a X id B by a fiber-preserving, equivariant homeomorphism g: Q{) X B -go x ^ which must extend to a homeomorphism of <2 X B.
